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Abstract
Recent generative adversarial networks (GANs) are able to generate impressive
photo-realistic images. However, controllable generation with GANs remains a
challenging research problem. Achieving controllable generation requires semanti-
cally interpretable and disentangled factors of variation. It is challenging to achieve
this goal using simple fixed distributions such as Gaussian distribution. Instead, we
propose an unsupervised framework to learn a distribution of latent codes that con-
trol the generator through self-training. Self-training provides an iterative feedback
in the GAN training, from the discriminator to the generator, and progressively
improves the proposal of the latent codes as training proceeds. The latent codes
are sampled from a latent variable model that is learned in the feature space of the
discriminator. We consider a normalized independent component analysis model
and learn its parameters through tensor factorization of the higher-order moments.
Our framework exhibits better disentanglement compared to other variants such
as the variational autoencoder, and is able to discover semantically meaningful
latent codes without any supervision. We demonstrate empiracally on both cars
and faces datasets that each group of elements in the learned code controls a mode
of variation with a semantic meaning, e.g. pose or background change. We also
demonstrate with quantitative metrics that our method generates better results
compared to other approaches.
1 Introduction
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [1] are the method of choice for synthesis, owing to their
ability to generate impressive photo-realistic images. Yet, they fall short in a key aspect of generation
in real-world applications, controllability – the ability to control the semantic of the generated images
in an interpretable, deterministic manner. Controllability will enable on-demand synthesis of images,
which has numerous applications, including data augmentation and image editing. Controllable
generation relies on semantically interpretable disentangled factors of variation, i.e., factors that
modify a single mode of variation, such as length or color of the hair.
However, the unsupervised nature of GANs hinders the development of controllable generation. For
instance, given a generator of a standard GAN model trained on facial synthesis, it is not possible to
directly control semantic attributes in a new synthesized instance, such as type/length/color of the
hair, shape of the face, etc. Adding supervision means getting access to various (labelled) image
attributes, which can be expensive. To reduce the amount of supervision required, Nie et al. [2]
consider semi-supervised learning in StyleGANs and reveal that limited amount of supervision is
sufficient for high quality generation. This assumes, nonetheless, that all the semantic attributes are
labeled, which may not always be achievable. Instead, it is preferable to achieve controlled generation
in a fully unsupervised manner.
Unsupervised disentanglement has been explored in the Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [3, 4].
However, the generation quality of VAEs does not yet match the quality of GAN-synthesized
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images. GAN methods have also been extended to achieve disentanglement of the factors of
variation [5–7]. However, these unsupervised GAN and VAE approaches have two major drawbacks:
i) the disentangled factors are not guaranteed to be interpretable and ii) such models suffer from
non-identifiability [8], meaning that different runs can produce different factors.
Consequently, in this work, we propose ST-GAN, the first fully unsupervised approach to controllable
generation with GANs through self-training. Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a novel self-training procedure to discover disentangled and semantically interpretable
latent codes driving the generation. The self training feedback loop allows for iterative refinement
of the factor codes. We design a framework that encourages the model to produce interpretable
factor codes that can faithfully control the generator.
• Instead of sampling from a fixed distribution probability distribution (e.g. Gaussian), we use a
flexible latent variable model. Specifically, we employ a normalized independent component
analysis models. To learn its parameters, we apply tensor factorization to the higher-order
cumulants of the representation learnt in the feature space discriminator. We also experiment with
a variational autoencoder as an alternative latent variable model.
• We empirically demonstrate that our approach results in a controllable GAN able to learn the
hidden codes in a fully unsupervised manner. We show on two different domains, cars and faces,
that the discovered codes are disentangled and semantically interpretable, allowing to control the
variations in the synthesized images.
• We propose two quantitative metrics for measuring the semantic changes by modifying a single
element of the factor codes. Using them, we quantitatively demonstrate significant improvements
with our model over the baselines.Our experiments exhibit how our framework can progressively
improve the learning of latent codes as the training proceeds. We also establish the importance of
each block of our model through extensive ablation studies.
2 Controlling generation and discovering the latent codes with self-training
Our method discovers the disentangled, semantically meaningful latent codes driving the generation
in a fully unsupervised manner. This relies on augmenting a GAN structure towards controllable
generation. Specifically, we make the following changes: i) instead of sampling from a fixed
distribution, the generator takes as input latent codes from a normalized independent component
analysis model, ii) a self-training scheme is proposed to discover the latent codes, iii) a hierarchical
structure is used in the generator. Each contribution is analyzed below, while in Fig. 1 an abstract
schematic of the framework is illustrated. We first review generative adversarial networks, before
motivating and describing our proposed method.
Notation: Vectors (scalars) are denoted with boldface (plain) letters, e.g. xpxq. The outer product is
symbolized with b. We summarize in Table 1 the notation used in this work.
Table 1: Table of notations
Symbol Definition
h latent code used as input to the generator
x (real/fake) image
R Rank of the decomposition
λ,aj Parameters of the tensor decomposition
M1 ` w1M1 Terms for the second order cumulant
T1 `ř5k“1 wkTk Terms for the third order cumulant
v Penultimate layer of the discriminator
Symm Operator symmetrizing a tensor
Φpxq Representation extracted for the latent variable model
γ Regularization hyper-parameter
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2.1 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks A GAN consists of a generator G and a discriminator D
engaging in a zero sum game. The goal of the generator is to to model the target distribution Pdata,
while the discriminator aims at discerning the samples synthesized by the generator and the real
samples from target (ground-truth) distribution.
The generator samples a latent code from a fixed probability distribution Pz (typically Gaussian) and
maps it to an image Gpzq. The discriminator receives both images synthesized by the generator Gpzq
and samples from the real distribution Pdata and tries to distinguish them. The objective function is:
Lgan “ Ex„Pdata
”
logDpxq
ı
` Ez„Pz
”
logp1´DpGpzqq
ı
. (1)
This loss is optimized in an alternating manner as minG maxD Lgan.
Style-GAN proposes hierachical injections in the generator [9]. The injections, i.e. Hadamard
products with the inputs, are performed after each layer. In practice, our generator differentiates
from Style-GAN injections, as we partition the latent codes (i.e. input to the generator). Specifically,
we use s partitions, where s denotes the total number of injections in the generator. That is, for
a latent code h P Rd, we use the elements rh1, . . . , h d
s
s in the first injection, the next ds elements
in the second and so on. This injection captures higher-order correlations [10, 11]. Therefore, by
partitioning the latent codes we capture the correlations of specific elements in each injection.
Semi-Supervised Style-GAN augments the training procedure of Style-GAN with two addi-
tional losses: a Mixup loss and a consistency loss [2]. The consistency loss is expressed as
Lc “
››h´W T vpGphqq››2
2
, where v is the representation from the penultimate layer of the dis-
criminator, W a learnable dense layer and h is the input to the generator. The consistency loss
constrains the original and the reconstructed latent codes (i.e., h) to be close.
The Mixup loss reinforces smoothness in the latent code space. Given a pair of real and fake images
pIr, If q and their corresponding latent codes phr,hf q, we interpolate between the images and the
latent codes to obtain pIs,hsq. The Mixup loss is then Ls “
››hs ´W T vpIsq››22.
In this paper, we build on top of both Style-GAN and its semi-supervised variant and incorporate
both losses when training our proposed model.
2.2 Driving generation with a latent variable model
In GAN, the generator takes as input a latent code, sampled from a fixed probability distribution.
Typically, a Gaussian or a uniform distribution is selected. Replacing this fixed distribution with
Parameters of the LVM
+ … ++
symm(Ex[ (x)⌦  (x)⌦  (x)])
Figure 1: Overview of our proposed ST-GAN.
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distributions with learnable parameters has been recently explored in the literature, both in the context
of GAN [12] and other generative models [13, 14]. Simple fixed distributions, e.g. Gaussian, do not
encode any semantic meaning such as 3D pose of the object.
Motivated by such works, we replace sampling the latent code from a fixed distribution with latent
codes. The latent codes are sampled from a latent variable model. This underlying model is data-
driven and evolves over the training to better reflect the variation of the specific data. In practice, we
use a variant of independent component analysis, which produces latent codes h „ Pl used by the
generator. The independent component analysis [15] mixes linearly independent signals and then
corrupts them with Gaussian noise. However, in this work we normalize the hidden independent
signals in the range of r´1, 1s. A variant of this model with discrete observations is known as topic
model, but we use continuous version and term it as normalized independent component analysis. If
we denote the latent vector with h, the Gaussian noise with  and the mixing matrix with M , the
corresponding observation is y “Mh` . As an ablation, we also explore using a VAE.
2.3 Learning the latent variable model with self-training
To obtain the latent codes h, we use a self-training scheme with a latent variable model (a flexible
normalized independent component analysis model) in the feature space of the discriminator. We
learn its parameters through tensor factorization of the higher-order cumulant. We also showcase in
ablation that other latent variable models, such as VAEs can also be used as drop-in replacements.
During inference, the generator samples latent codes h „ Pl from the learnable distribution Pl and
generates samples Gphq.
Extracting the representation We learn the latent variable model (i.e., ICA) in the feature space
of the discriminator. Specifically, for an input image x, the corresponding features vpxq are extracted,
where vp.q corresponds to the penultimate layer of the discriminator. The representation for the latent
variable model is computed through a linear layer with learnable vector of parametersW . The final
extracted representation is then Φpxq “ W T vpxq. The mixing matrix is learned through tensor
factorization. Specifically, we form the higher-order moments of the features Φpxq, and learn their
low-rank factorized form.
Learning the parameters of the latent normalized independent component analysis model
through tensor factorization We assume a normalized independent component analysis model,
which maps from the extracted features to untangled latent codes. We propose to learn the parameters
of that model by decomposing the higher-order moments. By analogy, in the analytical case, we know
it is possible to form the moments of the model. From these, the symmetric cumulant tensor (e.g.
Symm pExrΦpxq b Φpxq b Φpxqsq for the third order cumulant) can be obtained by subtracting
cross-order terms. Given a specific latent variable model, this symmetric tensor – or cumulant– can be
obtained through a closed-form formula. Applying low-rank decompositions to it allows the recovery
of the parameters of the model [16].
In this paper, all the components are learned end-to-end, including the factors of the decomposition.
Instead of exactly forming the cumulant tensor, following [17], we propose to also learn the weights
of each of the cross-terms. Specifically, for the second order, this results in M1 ` w1M2, where
M1 “ ExrΦpxqbΦpxqs andM2 “ ExrΦpxqs bExrΦpxqs. Similarly, for the third order term, we
form the term T1 ` w2T2 ` w3T3 ` w4T4 ` w5T5, with:
T1 “ ExrΦpxq b Φpxq b Φpxqs, T2 “ ExrΦpxq b Φpxqs b ExrΦpxqs
T3 “ ExrΦpxq b ExrΦpxqs b Φpxqs, T4 “ ExrΦpxqs b ExrΦpxq b Φpxqs
T5 “ ExrΦpxqs b ExrΦpxqs b ExrΦpxqs
We then factorize the resulting higher-order moments computed from the features Φpxq from the
discriminator. We assume that the cumulants, M1 ` w1M2 and T1 `ř5k“1 Tk admit a rank–R
low-rank representation. In other words, we express the (symmetric) cumulants as a weighted sum
of R rank–1 tensors. We learn both the weights of the sum (collected in a vector λ) and the factors
a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,aR of the decomposition. Specifically, we minimize the following loss function Ll:
arg max
wk,λ,aj
Ll “
›››››M1 ` w1M2 ´ Rÿ
j“1
λjaj b aj
›››››
2
F
`
›››››T1 ` 5ÿ
k“2
wkTk ´
Rÿ
j“1
λjaj b aj b aj
›››››
2
F
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The learned parameters λ,aj form the mixing matrixM for the normalized independent component
analysis model. Specifically, the jth row corresponds to the jth factor, i.e. Mj,: “ λjaj . Then, for
a sample x „ Pdata, we obtain the latent code as h “M :px´ q where  „ N p0, σ2Iq and M :
denotesM ’s pseudo-inverse.
To further encourage the disentanglement of the factors, we add an orthogonality regularization
term in the loss, i.e. Ll “ Ll ` γořRj“1 ››aTj aj ´ I››2F where I is the identity matrix and γo is a
hyper-parameter.
Ablation: Variational Autoencoder As an ablation, we investigate replacing the higher-order
factorization framework with VAEs, i.e., a VAE is learned as an alternative latent variable model.
Similarly to the normalized independent component analysis model, we learn the VAE on the feature
space of the discriminator.
Specifically, we maximize the ELBO of the distribution in the feature space of the discriminator: Ll “
Eqph|Φpxqq rlog ppΦpxq|hqs ´ DKL pqph|Φpxqq ‖ ppzqq , where h is the latent csode, qph|Φpxqq
is the posterior distribution and DKL computes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two
distributions.
Training the model The self-learning technique of our framework is sensitive to initialization;
here, we elaborate on the details of the objective function and the training procedure. For the first 200
iterations, we use a ’warm-up’ of the weights by training a using only the GAN loss. The latent codes
in the input of the generator are sampled from a Gaussian. Sequentially, the latent variable model
parameters are inserted and the corresponding Ll loss is added. At 2, 000 iterations, the self-training
scheme is added along with the remaining loss terms.
Our preliminary experiments demonstrated that a soft transition from the prior distribution to the
latent distribution is beneficial. To that end, we use a soft transition with an annealing κ parameter,
i.e. h “ κ ¨ hl ` p1´ κq ¨ hp where κ starts from 0 and transitions to 1 after 8, 000 iterations. The
symbol hl denotes a sample from the latent variable model, while hp is a sample from the prior
distribution used in the beginning of the training.
To further induce disentanglement, we add an additional “masking loss”. The masking loss Lm
encourages each element of the latent code to change one attribute. To achieve that, we synthesize a
pair of images with a predictable changes in their latent codes and try to predict what that change
was. Given a latent code h, we duplicate it into hˆ and sequentially perturb each element of the latent
code with uniform noise. The masking loss then tries to predict which element was modified from
the tΦpGphqq,ΦpGphˆqqu embeddings.
The complete loss function used is L “ Lgan ` γlLl ` γsLs ` γcLc ` γmLm, where γl, γs, γc and
γm are regularization hyper-parameters.
Algorithm 1: GAN iteration.
1: function RUN_ITERATION(Pdata, steps_D)
2: for i=1:steps_D do
3: Ir „ Pdata
4: hÐ LVMpΦpIrqq
5: If Ð Gphq
6: update_DpDpIr, If q,LLM q
end
7: # Update the generator
8: hÐ LVMpΦpIrqq
9: update_GpDpGphqq,LLM q
10: return G,D
11: end function
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3 Experiments
In this section, we describe the experimental setup and the comparisons conducted with the proposed
framework. We utilize both the popular CelebA [18] and Cars dataset for our experiments1. CelebA
contains 202, 000 images of faces; we use 160, 000 images for training, while the Cars dataset
includes 16, 000 images; we use the 12, 000 for training. All the images are resized to 64ˆ 64.
Metrics: The well-established Frechet Inception Distance (FID) metric [20] is chosen for the
generation quality2. The metrics proposed for unsupervised disentanglement require an auxiliary
encoder to be trained [3,4,22], which is not available in our case. In addition, using direct ground-truth
labels is discouraged [8]. We opt to report auxiliary semantic metrics that demonstrate the changes
affected by each element of the latent code. Specifically, to achieve controllable generation each
element of the factor code should modify a factor of variation of the data and be interpretable. To that
end, we utilize the following metric: we sample i) an element to perturb and ii) a perturbation in the
range p´1, 1q. We add the perturbation, generate the two images and then compare them. We repeat
this procedure for each element of the latent code for 10 perturbations. To measure the difference
between each pair of images we use both the standard mean absolute error (MAE) and the LPIPS [23]
metric that correlates with the perceptual changes. A higher value in both, means that the single
element of the latent code has made a larger (perceptual) change in the image.
Implementation details: Our implementation is based on the GAN architecture of Miyato et al. [24].
That is, both the generator and the discriminator include residual blocks, while the rest hyper-
parameters (i.e. optimizer, hinge loss, learning rate) remain unchanged. The injections in the
generator follow the implementation of [10]. The models are implemented using PyTorch [21] and
TensorLy for all tensor methods [25]. We used γl “ 1, γs “ 0.1, γc “ 0.1. The hyper-parameter γm
is augmented during the training; in iteration 2, 000 it starts as γm “ 1 and in iteration 10, 000 it
takes the value γm “ 100. The dimensionality of the latent code is d “ 50, i.e., h P R50. We apply
an elementwise normalization by the max element in the latent codes before feeding them ins the
generator.
3.1 Ablation studies
We investigate the different losses as well as the inductive bias of the architecture selected. Specifically,
we will denote the model ST-GAN-Lm when it does not include the loss Lm. Similarly for the other
losses. The rest of the hyper-parameters are not tuned again, but remain the same. In Table 2, the
quantitative results illustrate that our method performs similarly when removing one loss at a time.
However, the final model (with all the losses) outperforms all the variants.
Table 2: Ablation study on the losses.
Method
CelebA Cars
FID (Ó) MAE (Ò) LPIPS (Ò) FID (Ó) MAE (Ò) LPIPS (Ò)
ST-GAN 25.21 0.265 0.040 12.96 0.271 0.057
ST-GAN-Ls 32.40 0.249 0.038 35.23 0.279 0.062
ST-GAN-Lc 33.90 0.247 0.034 16.66 0.258 0.060
ST-GAN-No ortho 30.85 0.250 0.041 14.81 0.314 0.069
ST-GAN-Lm 27.47 0.237 0.036 13.47 0.292 0.060
3.2 Comparison with other models
Two baseline architectures are considered: i) SNGAN [24] (referred to as GAN henceforth), ii) VAE
with convolutional encoder and decoder. For the SNGAN we consider two additional variants: a)
one where we include injections in the generator [9] (referred as GAN-Inj), b) one with a similar
hierarchical generator as in our model (GAN-H). The goal is to assess whether the controllable
1CelebA dataset reportedly includes gender and racial biases [19], thus we encourage the development of
better datasets to address the bias.
2The features from the pretrained Inception network of Paszke et al. [21] are used.
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(a) ST-GAN (b) ST-GAN-VAE
Figure 2: Linear interpolation from a source to a target latent code. The synthesized images
corresponding to each code are visualized. The linear interpolation in the latent space of ST-GAN
illustrates how the proposed framework can vary all the modes of variation jointly for making
nonlinear changes in the image space.
generation is caused by these inductive biases alone. Our model is denoted as ‘ST-GAN’, while the
ablation with the VAE model in the latent space as ‘ST-GAN-VAE’.
The quantitative results in Table 3 exhibit that our method outperforms all the baselines in both the
MAE and the LPIPS metric. Intuitively, this means that each element of the factor code makes larger
changes to the image than the baselines. To illustrate the differences, we perform two visualizations:
a) linear interpolation in the latent space, b) linear interpolation in one element of the latent code at a
time. The former visualization in Fig. 2 simply confirms that changing the latent code linearly results
in realistic nonlinear changes in the image. In Fig. 3, each row depicts linear interpolation in a single
element of the latent code. The rest elements remain the same. We notice how our model (‘ST-GAN’)
changes the pose or the color in any object by using a single element. On the contrary, as we show
in the supplementary, all the baseline models fail to make such large changes by changing a single
element of their latent code.
Table 3: Performance of GAN models in terms of image quality (FID) and controllability (LPIPS,
MAE). ST-GAN consistently provides better controllability as indicated from the reported metrics of
LPIPS and MAE.
Method
CelebA Cars
FID (Ó) MAE (Ò) LPIPS (Ò) FID (Ó) MAE (Ò) LPIPS (Ò)
GAN [24] 23.21 0.169 0.024 23.96 0.243 0.061
GAN-Inj 20.07 0.179 0.026 15.06 0.240 0.049
GAN-H 21.17 0.178 0.024 12.13 0.218 0.042
VAE 91.20 0.003 0.003 120.02 0.003 0.003
ST-GAN 25.21 0.265 0.040 12.96 0.271 0.057
ST-GAN-VAE 23.95 0.166 0.027 14.19 0.207 0.041
4 Related work
Controllable generation in GAN : Both GAN and VAE models have been utilized for achiev-
ing controllability, while some studies even indicate that the techniques in one do not work in the
other [26]. While the majority of existing work on disentanglement focuses on a (semi-)supervised
setting [27–34], our work focuses on the unsupervised seeting. Here, we review the most closely
related methods below. Such methods can be classified into three categories: a) post-training inter-
pretable methods, b) information theory motivated disentanglement, c) hierarchical disentanglement.
The post-processing methods [35, 36] assume a pretrained generator and find interpretable directions
in the latent space of the generator. Post-processing methods have twofold drawbacks: i) they do
not have any guarantees that we will discover such interpretable directions, ii) multi-step training is
required.
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(a) ST-GAN (b) ST-GAN-VAE
Figure 3: Each row depicts linear interpolation in a single element of the latent code. The rest
elements remain the same. (a) The first row corresponds to the elements in the first split, while the
second row corresponds to an element from the second split. The first row changes the pose and
the second the colors (of hair and car respectively). (b) Similar patterns with the VAE model are
observed, however the changes are less obvious.
The perspective of information theory is frequently used to tackle (unsupervised) disentanglement.
The core idea relies on maximizing the mutual information between the latent codes and the syn-
thesized images. The seminal work of InfoGAN [5] along with its extensions [26, 37, 38] use the
mutual information to disentangle the factors of variation in a GAN setting. The drawback of mutual
information is that they require strong inductive biases to disentangle the factors of variation [26].
A line of work that relates to our method is that of hierarchical disentanglement. FineGAN [39]
utilizes bounding boxes to define a hierarchical disentanglement. Kaneko et al. [6] use instead
class-level supervision to form the upper level of a hierarchy. The lower-levels are trained with strong
inductive bias (e.g. one-hot vectors) and tailored curriculum learning methods. A core difference is
that in the related works, they use some form of weak supervision.
The work that is most closely related to our work is that of [7] which combines VAE and GAN to
achieve both high quality of synthesis and unsupervised disentanglement. However, the proposed
method requires significant engineering (two-step training process), while it demonstrates only
partial disentanglement in high-dimensional distributions. In addition, the latent codes from the
latent variable model (VAE) is used as an auxiliary input to the GAN generator. By contrast, in our
approach, generation is controlled solely by the learned latent variable model.
Latent variable models : Learning the joint distribution over both observed and latent variables is
a crucial topic in machine learning. The normalizing flows [40, 41] provide an elegant way to learn
the joint distribution; they learn an invertible network. However, their likelihood-based loss results in
images that are not competitive to recent generative models. Recently, [42] prove that a prerequisite
for learning the joint distribution is to have an identifiable model. They make a step further and
modify VAE to achieve threefold goals: (i) fit the target distribution, (ii) disentanglement of the
variables, (iii) identifiability of the model. They extend VAE, since they argue that it state-of-the-art
in (i) and (ii). However, recent works [2] exhibit that GANs outperform VAEs in semi-supervised
disentanglement on challenging high-resolution data. This motivates us to use latent variable models
in a GAN for realistic generation. To that end, we use moments to fit effective latent variable models
for capturing salient features in images.
Self-supervised learning and GAN : The concept of self-supervised learning has emerged in a
GAN training [43–45]. In [46] the authors augment the GAN loss with an auxiliary loss to predict
rotated versions of the image in the discriminator. In [47] they propose a self-supervised loss that
can stabilize the training, while in [48] they involve both the generator and the discriminator for
synthesizing samples in the trained model. Self-supervised GANs differ substantially from our goal;
they predetermine a set of fixed auxiliary tasks (e.g. rotation), while in our case the goal is to drive
the semantic generation through interpretable codes.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the first self-trained GAN to enable controllable image generation without
any supervision. Our method discovers disentangled and semantically interpretable factors of variation
driving the generation in a fully unsupervised framework. The hidden factors are modelled explicitly
by a flexible latent variable model, from which the generator samples its inputs. The parameters of
that latent variable model are learned through a tensor factorization of higher-order cumulants. We
empirically demonstrate that the codes learned by our model are semantically interpretable.
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Broader Impact
Our work enables the synthesis of high-fidelity images through a self-learning method. Specifically,
we augment the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) for achieving controllable generation.
Our method is likely to encourage the consideration of controllability in the generation process. This
will be beneficial for (commercial) applications. For instance, being able to edit the synthesized im-
ages on-demand can be a great addition to existing artistic tools or beautification-related applications.
On the academic front, this controllability can be embraced for augmenting the training data.
In our work, we include carefully tuned modules in our framework to obtain interpretable generation.
The discussion about interpretability and the inductive bias of the deep neural networks is challenging,
but yet significant for their generalization.
On the other hand, our method can be potentially used for generation of ‘real-looking’ synthetic
images . We emphasize though that such technologies are publicly available for several years, e.g.
BiGAN. We encourage further work to understand how to detect synthesized images. Our method
can be used for training powerful classifiers that detect synthesized images.
We encourage the research community to search for a technology that can separate the two types of
content (generated vs real). The majority of the content is published online, therefore some form of
explicit control of ‘real’ content could be an intermediate solution.
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